
The Progressive Era

1890-1918

Reading Review Questions:

a. What visions did both progressives and business leaders of the period from 1890-1918 share with 
one another?

b. Analyze and discuss three ways in which Henry Ford and the automobile industry were transformed 
during the period?

c. What two major trends were occurring in American business during this period in its development? 
d. How did the philosophies of Frederick Winslow Taylor shape the development of American business? 
e. How did accidents on the job in the name of such efficiency change the nature of the American 

workplace? 
f. How did assistance come to American farmers during this era— sometimes from the federal 

government? 
g. How would you best describe the nature of work for American white women, for women of color, 

and for children— plus, how did the American family change during the period?
h. How would you best describe the nature of work for African-Americans, the purpose of the Niagara 

Movement and the creation of the NAACP?
i. How would you best describe the treatment of American immigrants, plus, what new groups of 

immigrants began arriving in the country during this period in time? 
j. What organizations for labor continued to organize and fight for workers’ rights, and how did 

corporations respond to the labor unrest, including the ground-breaking Ford Motor Company?
k. How did the American lifestyle and its cities change during the period? 
l. What trends in the arts and entertainment defined the way Americans spent their leisure time 

during the period? 

LEQ Writing Exercise: 

Directions: 

You are advised to spend 5 minutes planning and 30 minutes writing your answer. Cite relevant historical 
evidence in support of your generalizations and present your arguments clearly and logically. 

Analyze the roles that women played in Progressive Era reforms from the 1880s through 1920. Focus 
your essay on TWO of the following. 

* Politics 
* Social conditions 
* Labor and working conditions 



Image Analysis Exercise:

1. What do the images in the collage tell us about life in America during the Progressive Era? What 
advantages did Americans have for the first time according to the images? What challenges do the images 
present to us that Americans would have faced during the period? 


